2020-2021 Honors Seminar Renewal Request

This form is to be used if you have taught a successful Honors Seminar in the past few years. Previously taught Honors Seminars are not automatically renewed. Renewal will be based on student evaluations and the slate of offerings by term requested.

* Required

1. Name(s) (First, Last) - include co-instructor(s) if applicable *

2. E-mail addresses *

3. Honors Seminar taught (HSem # and Title) *

4. Term/Year last taught *

5. Term requested for AY 2019-20 *
   Mark only one oval.
   - Fall 2020
   - Spring 2021
   - Either Fall 2020 or Spring 2021
   - May 2021

6. Please submit any substantive changes to the attached syllabus proposed for the next offering.
7. Class meeting request and # of credits *

8. Updated profile for publication *

9. Syllabus submission *
   Files submitted: